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PAGE ONE
Of course the situation in Israel is not perfect, and
there is much that can be improvedespecially in the
areas of early diagnosis and access to care in lesserserved communities and for the adult and ageing
populations. In India, these are concerns of great
urgency.

I wanted to start this issue by wishing a ‘Happy End to
Summer’ to all our readers. But then it occurred to me
that while that is a welcome sentiment for those living
in sweltering parts of the country, it would be a not so
eagerly anticipated by those living in high altitude
regions where summer is the best time of the year, and
the end of summer heralds the advent of, for some
regions, the grimmest period of the year. In a manner
this too is part of the diversity of the colourful country
we are proud to call home.

In the country as vast and complex and resourcecrunched as ours, the concern is how to get early
intervention across to lesser-served communities in an
affordable manner. There are certainly pockets of
services but little consistency in reach or in quality.
This is true of most low and middle income countries.
To fill this gap, the WHO has taken the initiative to
developa Parent Skills Training that harnesses
parental motivation in providing low cost early
intervention. We know from our own experience the
impact of empowered of parents and caregiverson care
interventions. The training is expected to promote child
social, emotional, and cognitive development and
improve parent coping skills and psychological wellbeing.

This issue features autism in Israel, a country whose
tiny population reflects a diversity that is a
microcosm of that in India. Israel has modern and also
deeply traditional communities of different religious
persuasions, as well as a rural urban divide.Despite, or
perhaps because of its tiny size, Israel has far
outstripped many countries in the quality of life it
provides its individuals with autism. Much like India
there is wide variety in educational services that are
available. Unlike India educational reach is much
deeper, with additional access to after school
therapies and recreational programs, all supported by
the Ministry of Education.Israel took the important
step of moving education away from health and welfare
and bringing it under the Ministry of Education,
clearlysignaling that individuals with autism can be
educated and have a right to education. Despite a
great deal of effort by the disability community in
India, thischange is yet to come about here.
Beyond the direct benefits to individuals with autism,
the state of Israel provides for a wide range of
benefits for parents or guardians of children with
autism as well, such as ‘discounts on phone and
electric bills, disabled parking permits, discounts on
housing and municipal taxes, and increased allowances
for leaves of absence from work, that enable them to
better care for their child’.

Amongst many other concerns, adulthood and
employment are areas of singular concern. AFA is in
the process of setting up ANANDA, its supported living
project for adults with autism. We are now in the
process of soon launching an open employment
initiative. It will begin with young adults with Aspergers
Syndrome and those on the more able end of the
spectrum, and then move on across the spectrum. In
the meantime we are excited to be partnering with The
Lemontree Hotels in placing a few young men in
employment at their Red Fox Hotels. The initiative is
still at an early stage. The hospitality industry with its
high social demands is not one that would associate
with persons with autism. But with the positive
environment and a can do leadership that Lemontree
Hotels provide,we believe strongly that this is a lasting
venture!

Adults have a range of work and employment options,
from sheltered workplaces, and supported work
opportunities, to fully inclusive employment. Salaries
and work benefits are supported by the state, as are
adult living options. This wide variety of benefitsto
individuals with autism and their families is provided in
concert by multiple governmental ministries.

With the weather turning mellow we have some exciting
training workshops lined up. On the downside, the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities Bill, which was stalled
in the last session of Parliament, expectedly shows no
signs of being tabled or passed. The autism community
will continue to wait for entitlements for
one knows not how long.
1
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Autism in Israel:
Small Country, Big Love
Rachel S. Brezis

Israel is a small country of 21,000km

1

with limited exposure to media and current scientific
knowledge. As a rapidly modernizing country rooted in
a religious past, with its rich, heterogeneous population,
Israel can be seen as a micro-cosmos of global trends
that affect autism diagnosis and care.

(roughly the size
of Manipur), with a population of 80 lakh. Despite its
small size, Israel provides a wide range of services for
individuals with autism – following them from infancy
to adulthood. Just as in India, and other countries in the
world, Israeli parents have led the fight to increase
awareness and provide more services for individuals
with autism. In recognition of its success, ALUT, the
Israeli National Autism Association, a parent-led
nongovernmental organization, was awarded status as
an advisory NGO to the UN on June 10, 2014. In this
article, I will present to you a brief overview of autism
in Israel, highlighting some specific challenges and
solutions, such as: the integration of adults with highfunctioning autism into the army, the relation between
autism and Judaism, and the lingering challenge of
increasing awareness and access to services in certain
sub-populations.1 My hope is that we can all learn from
one another in creating a better world for persons with
autism and their families.

AUTISM prevalence rates in Israel are similar to those
reported in other Western countries, with the latest
report from 2010 indicating that 1 in 208 children are
diagnosed with autism. In line with global trends, Israel
has seen a sharp increase in reported cases of autism,
with the number of cases registered in the Ministry of
Welfare increasing from 1, 507 to 5,865, nearly 4-fold,
between 2004 and 2009 alone. Furthermore, there are
twice as many children than adults with autism
registered with the state, though the number of
diagnosed adults is expected to grow.
AUTISM rates in Israel also vary widely according to
geographic location, economic status, and cultural subgroups. Autism diagnoses are much more common in
the urban center compared to rural areas, in the Jewish
majority than in the Arab minority, and in the upper and
middle economic classes. Furthermore, while Jews of
different descent have been well-integrated into the
society’s ‘melting pot’, it is still the case that children
with autism born to parents of European or American
origin are twice more likely to be registered with the
Ministry of Welfare than children born to parents of
African or Asian descent. Furthermore, the number of
registered autism cases in the Ultra-Orthodox
community is significantly lower than in the liberal
Jewish majority (in fact, it is close to those of the rural
Arab minority). I will return to these demographic
differences in the following, as I describe the
challenges that still lay ahead in diagnosing and caring
for individuals with autism across cultural sub-groups.

Background and Prevalence
Israel has a rich history that shapes the way its
individuals with autism are viewed and treated. The
state of Israel gained independence from Britain in
1948, encompassing two main cultural groups: a
majority Jewish population (75%), made up largely of
immigrants who returned to their historical homeland
after centuries in the diaspora; and a minority Arab
population (20%), including Muslims and Christians.
The Jewish majority is made up of many different subgroups, who have immigrated primarily from Europe,
North Africa, the Middle East and even India. Another
important demographic distinction exists between the
liberal Jewish majority, who live a modern lifestyle
around the buzzing high-tech hub of Tel-Aviv, and the
Ultra-Orthodox Jewish population (11% of the general
population), who maintain traditional religious lives,
1

The information for this article was taken from: http://www.alutfriends.org/, http://www.israel21c.org/, http://
www.idfblog.com/blog/2014/04/10/autism-idf-meet-soldiers-intelligence-unit-9900/; Shulman, C. (2000). Services for persons
with autism in Israel.International Journal of Mental Health, 29, 88-97; Shulman, C., Meadan, H., & Sandhaus, Y. (2012).
Young Children With Disabilities in Israel: System of Early Intervention Service Delivery. Infants & Young Children, 25(4),
297-309. I wish to thank Ofer Golan, Cory Shulman, HagitRosnoin, Esty Ben-David, and Shahar Bar Yehuda for their help in
compiling this information.
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privatization, yet the amount of public service
provisions for individuals with autism is nonetheless
remarkable. Multiple governmental offices provide
services for individuals with autism, implementing the
latest research and practice, and the amount of services
continues to grow. I will briefly cover the services
provided for individuals with autism and their families,
as they follow the individual from childhood to
adulthood.

Autism awareness and legislation
Autism awareness in Israel has grown gradually,
following global trends. In the early days of the state,
children with autism were placed in institutions for
persons with mental illness or cognitive delay. ALUT,
the parent-led Israeli National Autism Association, was
founded in 1974; and in 1977, the first specialized
school for children with autism opened its doors. In
1988, the “Special Education Law” was passed in
parliament, and as children with autism were now
deemed worthy of public education, the primary
responsibility for children with autism passed from the
Ministry of Health to the Ministry of Education. Today,
more than 150 schools and nurseries for children with
autism exist around the country. Later on, services for
adults with autism were created: the first community
home for adults with autism opened in 1988, and the
first day center for adults was founded in 1992. In 2001,
the Asperger Association – Israel (“Effie”) was founded
by a group of parents, to promote the rights of
individuals with Asperger’s Syndrome. Over the years,
many revisions were made to the “Special Education
Law”, increasing the amount of services for individuals
with autism, and streamlining the coordinated efforts of
multiple governmental ministries, to maximize the gains
for families.

Childhood
Children with ASD are typically first diagnosed through
the public health system, at community health clinics
(HMO’s). Once diagnosis is established, families of
children with autism are entitled to a ‘Disabled Child
Allowance’, disbursed by the National Insurance office,
amounting to 2,514 NIS (approximately 41,000 INR) a
month, for the duration of the individual’s life. Children
receive free healthcare through the HMO’s, which is
augmented by an entitlement to 3 paramedical
treatments a week. These may include occupational
therapy, physical therapy, speech therapy, psychological

PARALLEL its advocacy efforts in the government,
ALUT and other organizations have been working to
support parents and families, and increase awareness of
autism in the general population. In 2000, ALUT opened
a support and information center for families of
individuals with autism, run in part by parents who
support other parents. More broadly, efforts are being
made to reduce the stigma regarding autism in the
general population. Autism is widely represented in
local movies and TV shows, notably in the popular
series “Yellow Peppers” that followed a rural Jewish
family’s challenges in diagnosing, accepting and caring
for their child with autism. Moreover, Israel also has an
active community of self-advocates: high-functioning
individuals with autism who post blogs, organize events,
and provide their input on governmental legislation.
Together with governmental efforts to mainstream
children and adults with autism there is a hope that
societal acceptance will gradually continue to grow.

Children with and without autism sing together
in the choir of an integrated school in Jerusalem, Israel.
In Israel, children with autism are given a range of highquality government-funded educational options. Source:
http://www.israel21c.org/

treatment and social work, or a wide range of private
therapies that parents may opt to be reimbursed for.
The vast majority of children in Israel study in public
schools that provide education for children aged 3 to 18.
Recognizing the importance of early intervention for
autism, the government covers the cost of rehabilitative
treatment day centers run by ALUT for toddlers with
autism who are under 3 years of age. From age 3 to 21

Services
Israel was founded on socialist principles, with
extensive public education, healthcare, and welfare
services. Similar to many countries in Europe, Israel is
currently undergoing a process of liberalization and
3
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autism remain outside the mainstream workforce, and
many recent efforts have focused on programs for highfunctioning individuals with autism that will facilitate
their transition into adulthood – through public service
and higher education.

children and youth with autism have the option of
attending a range of educational options, including: a
specialized school for children with ASD, a special
communication classroom within a regular school, or
full inclusion into regular classes, with an
accompanying aide. School placement is determined by
a committee of professionals, and parents may voice
their preferences to the committee. In addition to basic
schooling, children with ASD are also entitled to
paramedical treatments, such as physical, occupational,
and language therapy. Interestingly, art therapies are
very common and highly developed in Israel, and the
Ministry of Education provides music, movement, art,
and drama therapies, as well as animal therapy and
bibliotherapy (treatment through storybooks). Children
may also attend after-school leisure programs and
social skills groups, as well as vacation programs and
day camps that are organized by ALUT and funded by
the government.

High-Functioning individuals serving the country and
gaining higher education
Within the liberal Jewish majority in Israel, the typical
transition into adulthood begins with army service. All
men and women 18 years of age are drafted into
mandatory army service (women for 2 years, men for 3).
While some of the roles they fill are combatant roles,
many soldiers are drafted into supportive home-front
office roles. The army is considered a melting pot of
Israeli society, a place where all layers of society meet;
for many people, it is a pre-requisite for successful
integration into the workplace, a ‘stamp of approval’ that
future employers seek in resumes. For instance, many
successful high-tech engineers were trained in the army,
and professional connections often go back to those who
served with you at the base. The Israeli army has
historically integrated many vulnerable groups, such as
immigrants or delinquent youth, enabling them to
successfully enter into Israeli society. Thus, while being
a burden, military service can also be considered a
privilege, a door for further societal opportunities.

BEYOND the direct benefits to individuals with
autism, their parents or guardians are eligible for a
wide range of benefits, such as discounts on phone and
electric bills, disabled parking permits, discounts on
housing and municipal taxes, and increased allowances
for leaves of absence from work, that enable them to
better care for their child. These are a testament of the
wide net of services for individuals with autism and
their families that are provided in concert by multiple
governmental ministries.

UNTIL recently, individuals with ASD were given a
blanket exemption from military service; yet following
pressure from the autism community, in 2008 the army
began accepting individuals with ASD on a case-by-case
basis. Additionally, the army has developed a unique
program that integrates individuals with ASD who would
have otherwise been exempt from service, by
capitalizing on their strengths. This makes it perhaps the
first army in the world to draft individuals with autism
for specially-designed roles. Special Intelligence Unit
9900 is devoted to reading and deciphering satellite
images, and makes use of two skills that individuals with
ASD often excel at: high visual acuity, and attention to
details. During a 3-month course, they are taught to
decipher maps and aerial photographs, and to detect
minute changes within them. They are then integrated
into the army, serving alongside typical soldiers. The
program has been considered a great success, providing
the army with valuable services, while giving soldiers
with ASD a source of pride in their accomplishments.

Adulthood
As in many countries around the world, the transition to
adulthood presents its own special set of challenges, as
children grow out of educational settings. Services for
adults vary according to the individual’s level of
functioning and the families’ needs. Individuals may
either live at home, with their families, or in residential
homes within the community (both options are
subsidized by the government). Regardless of their
residence, individuals may be integrated into the
workforce according to their level of functioning. As
with education, a range of options exist, from protected
work centers designed for individuals with ASD, semiintegration into a larger workplace along with other
individuals with ASD and a facilitator, or full,
independent integration into an external workplace.
Salaries are commensurate with the individual’s work,
and further subsidized by the Ministry of Welfare.
Recent laws encourage individuals with ASD to seek
employment, by increasing the amount of benefits they
receive from work. Nonetheless, most individuals with

ANOTHER alternative given to individuals with ASD is
a special Civic Service program called “Meshalvim”,
which lasts between 1-2 years, and provides many of the
4
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same long-term social benefits of army service. The
program enables individuals with ASD to volunteer in a
wide ranging of settings – hospitals, educational
settings, old-age homes etc. – and thus helps to
simultaneously empower individuals with autism and
prepare them for the workplace, and decrease
prejudices regarding individuals with disabilities.

THE second invention, called Locate, is a type of GPSbased gadget that allows a parent to track their child’s
location, without interfering with their child’s activity.
The gadget was invented by a father of a child with
special needs whose son had once gone missing on his
way from school – an all-too-common worry amongst
parents of children with autism. Using the skills he
gained as a high-tech engineer, and his sensitivity as a
parent, he created a gadget that would allow parents to
track their child’s location, while also serving as a
security-phone. Parents can ensure that the child has
arrived to school safely, or that they haven’t left the
playground to go near the busy road. The gadget can
thus provide peace of mind for parents or caregivers of
individuals with autism,
ultimately giving more
freedom to individuals with
autism.

FOR young adults with autism who wish to pursue
higher education, several options exist. Some
universities and colleges provide general assistance for
individuals with autism who wish to gain advanced
degrees. For instance, Ariel University created a
student mentorship program for students with ASD,
wherein student-mentors
receive free housing, in
return for living with a
student with ASD, helping
them with daily living skills
and guiding them through
their academic studies.

Autism in Judaism
Judaism, the majority
religion in Israel, is an
OTHER colleges have
ancient religion, from which
opened programs designed
both Christianity and Islam
especially for individuals
evolved (similar to the way
with ASD, training them, for
Buddhism emerged from
instance, to become animal
Hinduism). According to
therapy aides, or technology
traditional law, individuals
and data analysis specialists.
with autism are considered
Together, these programs
in the same category as deaf
will help adults with ASD
and mute individuals, or
join the mainstream
individuals with mental
A girl does her homework while wearing a BioHug vest
workforce, maximizing their
disabilities,
and are thus
that provides soothing pressure over time. The vest was
invented by an Israeli medical engineer whose adult son exempt from performing
contribution to society.
has autism. Source: http://www.biohug.com/
religious commandments. In
Research and Innovation
some Ultra-Orthodox
All major universities in Israel have active research
communities, children with autism were considered
programs in autism – ranging from genetic,
‘saints’ or ‘prophets’, who can predict the coming of the
neuroscientific research, to research in psychology,
Messiah through facilitative communication. Yet the
education and various therapeutic professions.
Jewish community – in Israel and abroad – has slowly
Furthermore, Israel is known as a hub for high-tech
shifted its view on autism, and is beginning to accept
technology, and in the field of autism, two inventions
children with autism as they are, without belittling or
stand out. The first is the BioHug vest, which provides
aggrandizing them.
hug-like pressure to the wearer. The vest was invented
by Raffi Rembrand, a medical engineer who has an
ONE of the important rites of passage in Judaism is the
adult son with autism. In contrast to other pressure
“Bar Mitzvah” ceremony, in which 13-year-old boys
systems whose effect wears out after some time,
read a portion of the Bible scroll during a community
BioHug can be programmed to ‘hug’ various parts of the service, thus marking their passage into adulthood. The
body at different times, so that the wearer does not
reading, which requires the boy to memorize a special
habituate to the feeling, and its soothing effect is
chant, can take a typical boy several months of
constantly renewed. The vest can easily be used in
preparation. Children with autism have traditionally
school, at home, or in therapeutic settings.
been exempt from this reading, effectively marking
5
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regard, I believe there is much to be learned from the
efforts of Action For Autism (AFA) in India, creating
significant changes for children with autism and their
families by empowering parents.

them as lesser members of the community. Today,
children with autism are usually given the opportunity to
perform the rite on a case-by-case basis, and in certain
liberal communities, adapted ceremonies are beginning
to gain traction. Some of the most moving ceremonies
I have attended included children reading religious
blessings using communication devices, withstanding
the sensory discomfort to wear their prayer shawl and
caps with pride. It is interesting to compare the shift in
religious accommodation for persons with special needs
with that of women’s roles: when I was a child in
Jerusalem, it was still uncommon for a woman or a girl
to perform the ceremonial reading, and I gave a speech
instead; I have since taught myself the ceremonial
chant, and can actively perform ceremonial readings in
many liberal Jewish communities around the world.
While change may be slow, I share in the joy and
empowerment of individuals with autism who are given
the tools to access our rich cultural traditions, and the
opportunity to become fully integrated within Jewish
communities.

BY contrast, the Ultra-Orthodox (‘Haredi’) Jewish
community is more urban and highly literate, yet their
choice to live a very traditional lifestyle, with limited
exposure to media, and often in great poverty, limits
their access to knowledge and care. Haredi families
often have many children (6.5 on average), and while
fathers devote themselves to religious study, mothers
are often those who go out into the workforce, and are
more exposed to modern knowledge. The Haredi
community has its own separate (government-funded)
educational system that provides rigorous religious
study, including special education schools for lowfunctioning children with autism. However, one of the
principal challenges remains the education of highfunctioning boys, who lack appropriately adapted school
settings, and whose male teachers lack knowledge in
special education.

Autism in minority cultures of Israeli society
While autism is relatively well-treated amongst Israel’s
liberal Jewish majority, significant disparities exist in
the treatment of autism among the country’s minority
groups. As noted above, there are fewer registered
cases of autism among Israeli Arabs and UltraOrthodox Jews than in the liberal Jewish majority.
While some studies have posited that this may be due to
lower parental age in these populations, it is still the
case that lower awareness, higher degrees of stigma,
and fewer governmental resources directed to these
communities may contribute to decreased diagnosis
rates. While the two cultural groups share a traditional
lifestyle and fewer economic resources, they also have
distinctive characteristics that present unique challenges
to be addressed.

ONE way in which Haredi families resemble many
families in India is that they have maintained the
tradition of arranged marriages. The challenge for these
families is how to be open about their child’s diagnosis,
without reducing their other children’s marriage
opportunities. In order to effect change in the Haredi
community, there needs to be a concerted effort by
parents and religious leaders, to increase awareness,
reduce stigma, and provide maximal opportunities for
individuals with autism without hurting the traditional
fabric of their culture.
Conclusions
Over the past 40 years, Israel has effected many
changes in its treatment and approach to individuals
with autism and their families. These efforts were
spear-headed by ALUT, a parent-led organization, and
quickly picked up by the government – who created a
wide net of services for individuals with autism
throughout the life-span. These have been supplemented
by unique programs and inventions: a program that
integrates individuals with autism into the army as
special soldiers with strong visual skills and a keen eye
for details, or a BioHug vest that gives individuals with
autism soothing pressure over time. Thanks to a public
education and health system that provides individuals
with autism a range of therapies and support, along with
efforts to reduce stigma and increase awareness, many
adults with autism are gradually integrated into the

THE Arab community is very heterogeneous, yet is on
the whole more rural, less educated, and poorer than the
Jewish majority. Even those from urban, educated
families suffer from discrimination within the general
Israeli society. Arab individuals with autism are thus
doubly discriminated against, as individuals with autism
and as Arabs. Efforts are currently underway to
increase awareness of autism in the Arab population, to
translate information regarding autism and
governmental benefits into Arabic, and to train Arabicspeaking therapists. Longer-term goals include
decreasing stigma and empowering mothers to be the
agents of change in their children’s future. In this
6
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community. If indeed Israel can be seen as a microcosmos of global autism trends, with its small size and
heterogeneous population, the tremendous positive
changes that have occurred here can send hopeful
messages to other autism communities worldwide.

AWARDS!!
Merry Barua receives the INSAR Advocate Award

The International Society for Autism Research

NONETHELESS, despite the many successes of the
Israeli autism community, many challenges still lie
ahead. The state will have to continue augmenting its
services for the growing numbers of individuals with
ASD: provide more consistent diagnoses at an early
age, increase access to care in lesser-served
communities, and plan ahead for individuals with autism
who reach old age. In fact, Israeli parents of individuals
with autism are often surprised when I tell them that
Israel provides more services than most other countries,
as they continue to struggle with their child’s daily
needs, and know that their child’s future is laden with
hurdles. Another important challenge will be to extend
governmental support for individuals with other
disabilities. As in many other Western countries, a
strong autism lobby has pushed for increased services
for individuals with autism – sometimes at the expense
of services for individuals with other disabilities. As the
Israeli autism community gains confidence, it is
imperative that it use its power to help others with
special needs, joining hands to create a better society
for everyone.

(INSAR) is a US based scientific and professional
organization devoted to advancing knowledge about
autism spectrum disorders. INSAR was formed in 2001
and is governed by an elected, volunteer Board of
Directors who oversee all functions of the Society.
Amongst its other activities, INSAR holds an annual
scientific meeting - the International Meeting for
Autism Research (IMFAR) convened each May, to
exchange and disseminate latest scientific findings and
progress among ASD scientists from around the world.
With over 1700 attendees and 1000+ presentations from
40 different countries, IMFAR is globally considered
amongst the largest and most reputed research
conference on autism.
SINCE 2008-09, AFA has been an active participant at
IMFAR. You may have read about the several oral and
poster presentations made, showcasing the research
work done at AFA. However, the 14th IMFAR held
from 13-16 May, 2015 in Salt Lake City, Utah, USA
was special for a very different reason.
We are
delighted to
share that this
year Merry
Barua received
the INSAR
Advocate
Award. In the
words of the
organisers, the award was in recognition ‘for her
tireless contribution as a parent and as an autism
advocate, almost single-handedly building the autism
community in India’. Merry shares this honour with Dr
Temple Grandin and Dame Stephanie Shirley amongst
other past awardees.

FINALLY, I believe that there is room for more
dialogue between the Israeli autism community and
autism communities worldwide – a dialogue in which
we can all learn from each other’s failures and
successes, and plan ahead for a better environment for
individuals with autism on a global scale.
AND I’ll end with a dream...
In Israel, many youth visit India after their military
service, in what has become an unofficial rite of
passage and gateway of cultural discovery. Perhaps one
day young Israelis with autism will be so well
integrated into society, that they will join their friends in
visiting India, stopping of course at AFA to invite their
Indian friends to visit us in our little corner of the
Middle East.

THIS honour is exceptional on two counts. The first
being that it came without seeking! And the second
being that it is recognition of services and clinical work
by a not-for-profit in a developing country from an
international bodyof scientific researchers and
academicians whose primary focus is on academia and
research in developed countries.

Rachel S. Brezis, PhD is a developmental psychologist
specializing in autism research at the Interdisciplinary
Center, Herzliya, Israel. She was previously a postdoctoral fellow at the University of California, Los
Angeles (UCLA), and coordinated the research
collaboration with AFA.
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How Can Occupational Therapy Help My Child?
Dr Anjali Joshi*
Cont. from Autism Network April 2015 Vol 10

How to Facilitate Functional Independence in a
Child likeVarun?
Inability to register the sensory cues from within the
body and from the environment, inflexible behavior,
inability to communicate and low cognitive skills are
some of the reasons for not becoming independent in
daily tasks. Here are a few sensory based activities
which help a child like Varun to attain functional
independence.

Oral Motor Development and Eating
Well developed oral motor skills are crucial not only for
facilitating chewing and eating but also for speech
articulation. Children with S.I. dysfunction often show
low oral motor tone affecting their speech and eating.
They also often hypersensitive around the face and mouth
and do not like to be touched. Varun’s mother’s concern
was that he does not chew his food and resists brushing
teeth, wiping nose and face.

Wake Up Time
Some children are reluctant to move or initiate any
movement oriented tasks because of their low arousal
state, while there are some with a high arousal state,
like little Varun who seek constant movement, yet
cannot accomplish much. In both these cases it is
important to provide an appropriate movement and/or
activities, to help the child to calm down or stay focused
and maintain an appropriate alertness level.

Intervention Strategies used by Varun’s Mother
Varun’s therapist showed his mother how to use firm but
gentle deep pressure using two of her fingers around his
mouth and lips. She started doing this while bathing him
and also before feeding. She started doing this like a
game which helped to minimize his resistance to the
touch.
GAMES like playing with sand, water play, finger paints
and finger feeding food of different textures too helped
in dealing with his difficulty handling food of different
textures and tastes in his hand and in and around the
mouth.

VERY often it is best to start with some kind of oral
activities. Chewing is organizing, sucking is calming,
and crunching is alerting. Sweet flavors are calming;
while sour, hot, bitter flavors are alerting. Food with the
right kind of taste and texture can be made a part of the
child’s breakfast. Encouraging a child to try different
tastes also helps to cultivate good food habits.

LOW oral motor tone or heightened/low oral sensitivity
can lead to problems in eating. These low or heightened
sensitivities could be for touch, smell or taste impacting
chewing, sucking and swallowing. Varun’s mother tried
some of the following sensory strategies with Varun.

MOVEMENT-BASED activities like bouncing on a
therapy ball, jumping on a trampoline or swinging helps
to optimize arousal levels. ‘Wake up’ activities are
effective to help the child to organize himself. The
following activities can be shared with the caregiver to
help the child function better:
• Morning walk or some light exercise as soon as the
child wakes up such as suspending and swinging on the
door bar, bouncing a ball against the wall, encouraging
the child to assist in picking up heavy mattresses,
pillows.
• Letting the child jump on a trampoline
• Giving the child a body massage during bathing.

• She made a list of the kind of textures, tastes or
temperature of the food he preferred.Eg he preferred
cold to warm food.
• His mouth was so sensitive that he often insisted on
cleaning his mouth with water between the two bites.
She started letting him drink a small quantity of water
and taught him to wipe his mouth with a napkin between
bites. It took time, but, this helped Varunto gradually
start eating different foods.
• His therapist taught his mother how to ‘get his mouth
ready’ for the food by doing an oral massage.
• Shifting Varun from mashed food to solids was tough
but his mother tried it very patiently and her efforts paid
off. This helped in building up his oral muscles.

Varun’s parents are using some of these activities
which are helping him calm down.
8
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• While teaching him to eat healthy food, his entire
family decided to give up biscuits and fried snacks.

Varun’s parents speak to him slowly and always lower
themselves and look into his face before talking to him.

Dressing
All the functional skills including dressing involve many
sub-skills. Varun’s mother had started working on
making him independent in dressing since he was twoand-a-half years. She started taking his name while
dressing him up, encouraged him to pull down his pants
or shoes and used sentences like “Varun, lift your left
arm up,” while making him wear his T shirt. Talking to
him while dressing and undressing not only helped in
developing body awareness but also facilitated his
receptive language. Varun dislikes clothes of specific
textures. He hates tight collars, elastic bands and labels
on garments. Pre-washing the clothes, cutting tags or
labels before making him wear shirts, using loose
elastic garments, big necklines and soft clothing are
some of the strategies which his mother uses to make it
less challenging.

Toilet Training
Parents of children with autism struggle to train their
child to become independent in toileting. The child’s
motor and sensory problems are two crucial factors
which come in the way of toilet training. Attaining
control and independence in toileting involves
understanding the sensory information like recognizing
the need to defecate and the skill to motor plan and
execute the complete process ending with cleaning and
dressing.
HERE are a few tips the therapist who is working with
Varun has shared with his parents.
VARUN used to be scared of entering the toilet. So,
rather than forcing him to squat down inside the toilet
right from the beginning, his mother started slowly
shifting him closer to the toilet. Initially he was allowed
to pass stools in his diaper while maintaining squatting
position which helped him to get a sense of security.
This was a gradual process for him and for his parents.
They never stopped praising him for the smallest effort
Varun made. Varun’s mother made efforts to feed him
healthy food which too helped in toilet training.

Communication
All of us have a need to communicate. We
communicate because we want to make a request,
indicate a protest, interact with another person and so
on. Children with autism, often have a problem
processing sensory information which they receive
through their ears and eyes and therefore do not register
a person or an event happening right in front of them.
Expressive communication can be non-verbal or verbal.
Non-verbal communication like eye gaze, pointing,
gestures or a smile are subtle forms of communication,
which, like the verbal communication develops by
observing and interacting with people.

Sleep Pattern
Often even the simplest of routine tasks such as putting
the child to sleep is a challenge for parents of children
with autism. The child’s hyperactivity, hyper sensitivity
to sound and light and inability to recognize bodily
signals suggesting the need to rest are some of the
reasons why the child finds it hard to go to sleep. Varun
is no different from most children with autism.

VARUN’S mother started making a conscious effort to
wait before giving him his favorite item. Varun too has
now learnt that when I look at my mother, or I point
towards an object and most importantly if I attempt to
utter some sound, I not only get what I was asking for
but also get a big hug from my mom and dad.

Here are a few Conscious Steps his Parents took to
set up Varun’s Sleep Routine
1. His mother invested time and effort in establishing a
sleep pattern by maintaining regularity.
2. As a routine, she served him dinner at least an hour
before sleeping time and the family always avoided
watching television before his sleeping time. His dad
gave him a warm water bath with a gentle massage and
read a book to him at night.

HERE are a few tips the therapist has shared to work on
speech and communication.
• In order to teach him to use language, the level of
language an adult uses to respond to his question must
be one-step ahead of the level of language the child is
using. For example, since Varun was mostly
communicating only in one word, his mom uses simple
two-words instructions with him. New objects and
words are taught to him using a lot of gestures and
whenever possible, by actually showing him that object.

Growing up with Varun…
Varun is now ten years old. He attends an inclusive
school where his school-based occupational therapist
along with his parents, have set up goals focusing on
teaching him functional academics, daily routine skills
9
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Varun to take little steps toward becoming independent
is what made this journey unique and memorable, not
only for Varun’s family but for his occupational
therapist, too.

and social skills. His mom is very proud of the fact that
Varun can go to a grocery store in their neighborhood
and buy a packet of biscuits for himself. He can dress
himself up well and can sit with his walkman in their
sitting area when guests come over visiting them or
when he has to wait to see his doctor.

REFERENCES

HE still has difficulty being a part of family functions
but he carries his walkman and listens to the music so
that he does not have to tolerate loud music or people
talking. His parents use social stories to help him deal
with new situations and sudden changes in his routine.

1. Sensory Integration and the child: Dr. A Jean Ayres:
WPS publication.
2. Sensory Integration and learning disorders: Dr. A
Jean Ayres: WPS publication.
3. Sensory Integration theory and practice: Fisher,
Bundy, and Murray: F.A. Davis

THEY don’t take him to a park any longer but he goes
for a swim and cycles for one hour because these
activities give him the necessary sensory inputs. When
left alone he can do his puzzles or play a few games on
his iPad. Varun’s parents are exploring the options of
using his iPad to build on his communication. Varun’s
family understands that jumping, pacing up and down
are some of the behaviors which help Varun to calm
down and they see him do it when he is back from
school and look at these behaviors as his leisure
activities.

4. Combining NDT and S.I. Blanche, Botticelli,
Hallway: Therapy skill builders
5. Understanding the nature of Sensory Integration with
diverse population. Ed: S. Roley, E. Blanche, R.
Schaaf: Therapy skill builders.
6. The out of sync child Carol Stock Kranowitz:
Skylight press book.
7. The child with special needs. Stanley I. Greenspan,
S. wielder: Perseus publications.
8. Frames of reference for paediatric occupational
therapy. Ed: P. Krammer and J. Hinojosa. Baltimore :
Williams and Wilkins.

VARUN speaks a few words but with pictures he can
communicate his basic needs. His parents are aware
that in this area Varun has a long way to go but they are
working on one goal at a time. Being part of a school
system where he gets to be with other children with
similar difficulties is giving him opportunities to work
on his social skills and having supportive parents,
teachers, cousins and neighbors is helping him succeed.

9. Play in Occupational Therapy for children: L. Diane
Parham and Linda S. Fazio: Mosby publication
10. Occupational Therapy for Children: Jane Case
Smith and O’Brian: Mosby Publication
11. Strategies to enhance engagement and
communication skills: developed by Brooke Ingersoll
and Anna Dvortcsak: Guilford publication

VARUN’S story is in a way not any different from that
of thousands of children with autism. But in some ways
it is! The difference is not in just having the presence of
an occupational therapist in Varun and his parents’ life.

* Dr. Anjali Joshi, is an Occupational Therapist and
certified Sensory Integration Technique therapist from
University of Southern California. She is the Director of
Training, Ummeed Child Development Center, Mumbai
and is also on the advisory board of many organisations
that work with children with special needs, especially
autism.

WHAT makes the story different is that his family
members never forgot one golden rule, that a child with
autism is a child first and he has a right to be a part of
the society and to live and enjoy every moment of life.
Varun is fortunate that his family and his therapist
recognize that no therapeutic goal can be above the goal
of making him functionally independent.

The recipient of the ‘SPANDAN’ award 2013 from the
MSJE and the National Trust India in the category of
‘The best professional to have worked with individuals
with disabilities’, Dr. Joshi is hailed as one of the
leading experts in her field in India and South East Asia.

THE therapist’s conscious efforts of involving Varun’s
family in every decision making regarding Varun,
listening to their concerns and rejoicing with them when
they shared even the smallest success story and most
importantly supporting the family in building a path for

Contact : anjali.joshi@ummeed.org
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Lo;a dh fu;fer ns[kHkky dk f’k{k.k & 1
ys[ku&bUnzkuh cklw
vuqokn&
kn&izhfr lhokp
gekjs mu lHkh yksxksa ds fy, tks vkfVfLVd O;fDr;ksa
ds lkFk jgrs gSa rFkk muds lkFk dke djrs gS]a pkgs
og O;oklkf;d gks ;k ekrk&firk] ge tkurs gSa fd
gekjs ikl dHkh u lekIr gksus okyh dkS'ksyksa dh ,d
lwph gS] vkSj oks ge vius cPpksa dks fl[kkuk pkgrs gSAa
csgrj okrkZyki dkS'ky ftlesa nksuksa xzg.k'khy o
vFkZiw.kZ okrkZyki dkS'ky lfEefyr gS] csgrj lkekftd
le> ftlds }kjk lkekftd fLFkfr;ka le>uk o
lkekftd lEcU/k cukuk vklku vkSj Qynk;d gks
tkrk gS] csgrj HkkoukRed dkS'ky] csgrj [ksy---vkSj
;g lwph c<+rh gh tkrh gSA

ysfdu vf/kdrj vkfVTe okys cPpksa dks ;g fl[kkus ds
fy, bldh ;kstuk cukuh iM+rh gSA blds fy, vr%
;g vko';d gS fd izR;sd vkfVTe okys O;fDr/cPps ds
‘kSf{kd dk;ZØe esa fnup;kZ ds nSfud dk;ksaZ dks fl[kkus
dk mn~n's ; Hkh gksuk pkfg,A
;g fl[kkus esa vuks[kh dfBukbZ;ksa dk lkeuk djuk
iM+rk gS] tSls fd Lo;a tkx:drk dk fuEu Lrj rFkk
lkekftd izksRlkgu dh dehA vf/kdrj fcuk vkWfVT+e
okys O;fDr vius vki esa gh vR;f/kd lkekftd
izkRs lkfgr gksrs gSa rFkk ge bu ckr ls tkx:d jgrs gSa
fd nwljk O;fDr gesa dSlk le>rk gSA ge tku cw>dj
,slh dksf’k’k djrs gSa fd ftlls nwljksa dh vka[kksa esa ge
,d csgrj O;fDr utj vk;sAa ge Lo;a dks bl izdkj
fn[kkrs gSa tks lkekftd rkSj ij lgh gks ;k vPNk
yxsA bldk vFkZ 'kkjhfjd :Ik ls vPNk fn[kuk ugha
cfYd ,d O;fDr gksus ds ukrs ge fdl izdkj Lo;a dks
nwljksa ds lkeus izLrqr djrs gSAa gekjs vUnj LokHkkfod
mRlkg gksrk gS fdlh Hkh dkS'ky dks vf/kxzg.k djus
dk D;ksfa d ;g gekjs thou dk ,d Hkkx gksrk gS
ftlds dkj.k ge thou esa mUufr djrs gSa rFkk u;s
dkS'ky Hkh lh[krs gSa pkgs og nSfud dk;Z gks ;k vU;
dkS ' kyA

buesa ls tks {ks= izk;% lwph esa izFke LFkku ij vkrk gS
fo'ks"k :Ik ls tc cPpk cM+k gks tkrk gS] oks gS nSfud
dk;ksaZ dks djus dh vkRefuHkZjrkA ge lHkh tkurs gSa
fd vkWfVT+e okyk O;fDr fdlh Hkh dkS'ky ;k fnup;kZ
dks ,d fo'ks"k rjhds ls lh[krk gSA vkSj ,sls O;fDr
dks fdlh lh[kh gqbZ fnup;kZ dks nqckjk rFkk fdlh
nwljs rjhds ls lh[kus esa izk;% dfBukbZ gksrh gSA vr%
bl ckr dk /;ku j[krs gq, ;g t:jh gS fd fnup;kZ
ds nSfud dk;ksaZ dks lgh rjhds ls djuk ftruh tYnh
lEHko gks fl[kk;sAa lkFk gh bl ckr dh le> dh
fnup;kZ ds nSfud dk;ksaZ dks djus dh vkRe fuHkZjrk
,d vR;Ur egRoiw.kZ ?kVd gS tks mUgsa o;LdkoLFkk esa
,d LokfHkekuh o jkgriw.kZ thou thus esa ennxkj
gksxkA lgh dgk tk;s rks vkRefuHkZjrk O;fDr dks
vk'p;Ztud miyfC/k;ka izkIr djkrh gSa rFkk vusd
vkRelEeku dks c<+krh gSA ekrk&firk ds fy, ;g ,d
fo'kky jkgr gksxh fd Hkfo"; esa muds cPPkksa dks nwljksa
ds Åij de fuHkZj jguk iM+xs k] [kkldj tc
ekrk&firk mudh lgk;rk ds fy, ugha gksxa As

Ikj lkekU;rk gekjh ‘kq:vkr dk rjhdk bl izdkj
ugha gksrk gSA 9] 2 ;k 3 o"kZ ds cPps dk [kkrs le;
;g /;ku j[kuk fd [kkuk Lo;a o fcuk uhps fxjk;s
[kkuk blfy, ugha gksrk D;ksfa d ;g ,d okaNuh;
O;ogkj gS] cfYd blfy, gksrk gS D;ksfa d cPps esa ;g
tkx:drk gS fd mlds bu iz;Ruksa ls ekrk&firk [kq'k
gksxa s vkSj og ,d ^vPNk cPpk* dgyk;sxkA

eqVB~ h Hkj vkfVTe okys cPps] fdlh Hkh nSfud fnup;kZ
dks xSj vkfVTe okys cPpksa dh rjg lh[k ysrs gSAa

geesa cgqr ls xSj vkfVTe okys O;fDr;ksa esa blh izdkj
dk lkekftd mRlkg gksrk gSA ij vkfVTe okys cPpksa
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dh F;kSjh vkWQ ekbUM (theory of mind) bruh fodflr
ugha gksrh vkSj mUgsa og ugha le> vkrk fd lkeus
okys ;k fdlh vU; O;fDr ij gekjs O;ogkj dk D;k
izHkko gksxk ;k oks gekjs ckjs esa D;k le>sxa As vkSj
blds dkj.k muesa oks lkekftd izkRs lkgu de fn[kkbZ
nsrk gSA bldk /;ku gesa mUgsa nSfud dk;Z vFkok dksbZ
Hkh u;k dkS'ky fl[kkrs le; vius efLr"d esa j[kuk
t:jh gSA
blds vykok NksVs cPps u;s dk;Z voyksdu rFkk udy
ds }kjk lh[krs gSAa oks vius ekrk&firk dks ns[krs gSa
rFkk ogh djrs gSa tks ekrk&firk djrs gSAa tSls mudh
rjg cky cukuk] [kkuk [kkuk] diM+s diguuk ijUrq
T;knkrj vkfVTe LisDVªe okys cPpksa dks bl izdkj
udy }kjk lh[kus esa dfBukbZ;ka gksrh gSAa
vkfVTe okys O;fDr;ksa dks dk;Zdkjh ;kstuk cukuk]
mls le>uk o ml lwpuk dks vius efLr"d eas
O;ofLFkr djus esa dfBukbZ vk ldrh gSA fdlh Hkh
nSfud dk;Z dks djus ds vyx&vyx dne ;kn
j[kukA rFkk mlh Øe esa mldks djukA mUgsa nSfud
dk;Z fl[kkus esa dfBukbZ mRiUu dj ldrh gSA
lkekU;r;k ge tSls xSj vkfVLe okys O;fDr ds 'kSEiw
ds lkFk lkcqu yxkuk ;kn jgsxk] vkSj ;g Hkh dh gesa
nksuksa dks /kksuk Hkh gSA ijUrq vkfVTe okys O;fDr dks
;g lkjs pj.k Lej.k djkus iM+ ldrs gSa ftlls oks bls
Hkwys ukA mUgsa ,d gh dk;Z ij /;ku cukus ls eqf'dy
gks ldrh gSA oks nSfud dk;Z ds chp esa gh /;ku [kks
nsrs gSa ;k fdlh dkj.ko'k vVd tkrs gSAa ,sls esa oks
igys pj.k ls gh ml nSfud dk;Z dh 'kq:vkr djrs
gSAa blls mUgsa dk;Z [kRe djus ds lHkh pj.kksa dks ;kn
j[kus esa enn feyrh gSA
tSls &^d* vius twr&s eksts igurs le; nksuksa eksts
iguus ds ckn /;ku [kks nrhs gSA vkSj bl izfØ;k esa
:d tkrk gSA mls le> ugha vkrk fd oks vkxs D;k
djsA blfy, oks vius nksuksa eksts mrkj nsrk gS vkSj
fQj ls igurk gS vkSj blls mls vkxs ds lkjs Øe ;kn
djus esa lgk;rk feyrh gSA vkSj ^d* vius twr&s eksts
iguus dh izfrfØ;k iwjh dj ikrk gSA nwljh rjQ ^[k*

viuh cfu;kbu o deht igurk gS vkSj tSls gh
deht ds cVu yxkus tkrk gS mls deht ds mYVs gksus
dk Kkr gksrk gSA og :d tkrk gS rFkk viuh izfØ;k
iwjh djus ds fy, og dsoy deht ugha cfYd
cfu;kbu iguus ls 'kq:vkr djrk gSA blls mls dk;Z
ds lkjs lgh Øe ;kn j[kus esa enn feyrh gS o og
dk;Z iwjk dj ldrk gSA bl rjg ls nksgjkus ds dkj.k
,d lk/kkkj.k lh fnup;kZ vR;f/kd tfVy vkSj
pqukSrhiw.kZ gks ldrh gSA
dbZ ckj nSfud dk;Z dh vkRefuHkZjrk ds fy, ‘kkjhfjd
vaxksa dk iz;ksx (fine & gross motor skills) dk dkS'ky
vfuok;Z gksrk gSA vkSj blesa eqf'dy gksus ls Hkh ;g
nSfud fnup;kZ lh[kus esa dfBukbZ vk ldrh gSA
vkWfVLe okys cPpksa ds lkFk bu dkS'kyksa esa dHkh&dHkh
eqf'dysa gks ldrh gSAa vxj cPps dks iryh phtsa
idM+us esa dfBukbZ gS tSls VwFkcz'k] da?kh rks blds
dkj.k mls vkSj nwljh fØ;kvksa tSls pEep dks idM+uk
lh[kus esa Hkh dfBukbZ mRiUu gksxhA
nwljk dkj.k tks nSfud dk;Z lh[kus esa vojks/kd gS oks
gS laons u'khy izfØ;k (sensory processing issues) ,d
vkWfVTe okys O;fDr ds lj dh Ropk dh laonsu'khyrk
ds dkj.k 'kSEiw djuk lh[kus esa dfBukbZ vk ldrh gSA
;k mldh lw?a kus dh ;k Li'kZ dh vR;f/kd
laons u’khyrk ds dkj.k lkcqu dk bLrseky ,d pqukSrh
cu tkrk gSA dqN vkfVTe okys O;fDr;ksa dks lkcqu
lj o psgjs ij yxkus esa dfBukbZ vkrh gS vkSj bldk
dkj.k izkis kz ,lsfIVo laons uk gks ldrh gSA vr% ;g
vR;Ur vko’;d gS fd vkfVLe okys O;fDr dks
fnup;kZ ds nSfud dk;Z fl[kkrs le; mijksDr lHkh
ckrksa dk /;ku j[ksAa blds }kjk mUgsa lh[kus esa
lQyrk feysxh vkSj oks vkRefuHkZjrk dh vksj c<+xas As
fuEufyf[kr dqN lq>ko gS tks vkfVTe rFkk nwljh
fodklkRed fodykaxrkvksa okys O;fDr dks nSfud
fnup;kZ o vU; dk;Z fl[kkus esa enn djrs gSAa
1- dkSu lh fo'ks"k fnup;kZ fl[kkuk gekjk y{; gS
gesa fdlh ,d nSfud fnup;kZ dks fl[kkuk viuk y{;
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cukuk pkfg, vkSj ml dk;Z ds lHkh pj.kksa dks iw.kZ
:Ik ls fl[kkuk pkfg,A ,d pj.k esa cPpk fuiq.k gks
rHkh nwljs yf{kr O;ogkj fl[kkus ij tkuk pkfg,A
mnkgj.k gekjk y{; ^^cPps ds pEep ls [kkuk
fl[kkuk** blds fy, ge cPps dks blds lHkh pj.k
Øe ls fl[kk;sxa s ftlls oks vkRefuHkZj gksdj pEep ls
[kkuk [kk;sAa ¼tSls pEep esa Hkkstu Hkjuk] pEep dks
eq[k rd ys dj vkuk] pEep dks eqga esa Mkyuk vkSj
[kkuk½A tc cPpk bl lkjs Øeksa esa fuiq.k gksdj
vkRefuHkZjrk ls pEep ls [kkuk [kk;sxk rc ge nwljs
yf{kr nSfud dk;Z tSls ^ugkus* ij tk;sxa As

jguk lEHko ugha gSA ;fn dksbZ cPpk lgt :Ik ls
izkRs lkfgr ugha gS rks gesa mldk ckgjh mRlkg tkuuk
t:jh gSA ;g dqN Hkh gks ldrk gS tSls dksbZ f[kykSuk
dksbZ fØ;k] [kkuk ;k ilUnhnk mRrstukA
mnkgj.k & ;fn ge cPps dks [kkuk [kkus esa vkRefuHkZj
cukuk fl[kk jgs gSa vkSj cPps dks vpkj [kkuk cgqr
ilUn gSA rks ge vpkj dks cPps dk izkRs lkgu c<+kus ds
fy, iz;ksx djsxa As vkSj tc&tc cPpk vius vki
[kkuk [kk;sxk ge ,d vpkj dk NksVk VqdM+k nsdj mls
izkRs lkfgr djsxa As blls cPpk vius vki [kkuk [kkus ds
fy, izkRs lkfgr gksxkA /khjs&/khjs ge vpkj nsus dk
vurjky de dj nsxa s vkSj cPps dh Lo;a [kkuk [kkus
dh izfrfØ;k c<+rh tk;sxhA

nwljk rjhdk ;g Hkh gks ldrk gS fd ge ,d lkFk
,d ;k vf/kd nSfud dk;Z fl[kk;sxa As ijUrq izR;sd
dk;Z ds ,d gh pj.k dks ,d ckjh esa y{; cuk;sAa vkSj
ml pj.k esa vkRefuHkZj gksus ds ckn gh nwljs pj.k dh ;fn ,d cPpk ikSVh djrs le; ikSV (pot) ij ugha
cSBrk gS o b/kj&m/kj mNyrk gS rks ge mldk
vksj c<+saA
ilUnhnk f[kykSuk gkFk esa nsdj mls ikSV ij fcBk
ldrs gSAa blls cPps dk ikSV ij cSBus dk izkRs lkgu
bldks vkb;s bl rjg ls ns[ks]a nSfud dk;ksaZ esa gekjk
y{; pEep ls [kkuk [kkuk] ugkkuk vkSj gkFk /kksuk gSA c<+xs kA nwljh rjQ dksbZ cPpk n`f"Vxr oLrqvksa ls
mRrsftr gksrk gS (visual stimulation) rks ge ugkus ds
blds fy, ge gj dk;Z dk ,d gh pj.k viuk y{;
fy, ikjn’khZ lkcqu dk iz;ksx djsxa s tSls fi;lZ (Pears
ysaxsA
Soap) blls cPpk mlesa [kqn dks ns[kdj [kq'k gksxk
rFkk lkcqu yxkus ds dk;Z dks lh[kus ds fy,
pEep ls [kkuk f[kykus ds fy, gekkjk y{; gksxk
izksRlkfgr gksxkA
pEep eqga rd ys tkuk] ckkdh pj.kksa esa ge mldh
enn djsxa As ugkus ds fy, lkcqu yxkus ds ckn mls
/kksuk gekjk y{; gksxk] ;kfu dSls ikuh Mkydj /kksuk 3- dk;kZRed leh{kk djsa
cPps ds fy, ;ksX; izkRs lkgd tkuus ds ckn ;g tkuuk
gSA vkSj gkFk /kksuk fl[kkus ds fy, cPps dks lkcqu
Hkh t:jh gS fd fu/kkZfjr y{; okys {ks= esa cPpk
yxok dj] gkFk jxMokuk] enn ls /kqyokuk rks flQZ
fdruk l{ke gS blds fy, uksV (notes) cuk;s] dqN
uy cUn djuk fl[kkuk gh gekjk y{; gksxkA
fnuksa dk C;kSjk ,d= djs]a fdl Hkkx esa cPpk fdruk
dkS’ky o izohu gS vkSj fdu {ks=ksa esa dfBukbZ vk jgh
tc cPpk lHkh nSfud dk;ksaZ ds ,d&,d pj.k lh[k
gS bldk fo'ys"k.k djsAa D;k dfBukbZ 'kkjhfjd vaxksa
tkrk gS vkSj vius vki djus yxrk gS fQj ge nwljs
pj.k dks viuk y{; cukdj mldh vksj pysxa As gekjk ds dkS'ky esa gS (fine & gross motor skills)] vFkok
w u
y{; cPps ds lh[kus dh {kerk ij fuHkZj djrk gS vkSj fdlh nSfud dk;Z ds fy, fo'ks"k izdkj ds vuqdy
(adaptation) dh vko';drk gS] ;k cPps dk dksbZ
lkFk gh bl ckr ij Hkh fd ge mls fl[kkus ds fy,
laons h eqnn~ k gS vFkok oks fdlh pj.k dks Hkwy tkrk gS]
fdruk oDr ns ik;sxa As
vkSj mls vuqlj.k djkus dh vko’;drk gSA
2- cPps dks izksRlkfgr j[ksa
(to be continued in Autism Network Dec 2015 )
fcuk izkRs lkgu fdlh Hkh f'k{k.k dks fujUrj fl[kkrs
13
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Drishaan Scores 90.4 in Class XII Board Exams…
Another Milestone Achieved!
Drishaan Grover was featured in the Delhi Edition of

XII Drishaan studied himself. He did not go for any
tuition classes like other children. He would read his
textbooks, clarify his doubts with me and practice the
questions.

the Hindustan Times on 14 June 2015, in an article titled
‘Their Moment of fame’. To quote from the article:
‘In a true show of determination and perseverance, five
students from Noida have excelled in their class 12
CBSE exam, fighting difficult circumstances’.

HE also followed a written schedule which helped him in
dividing his time effectively for studies, and break, doing
things he enjoyed and getting back to studies.”
Drishaan wanted to study engineering. He has got
admission in Krishna Institute of Engineering and
Technology and shall be pursuing a B.Tech in Computer
Science

AMONGST these five brilliant youngsters, who braved
varied odds to shine on, Drishaan was the only one who
was differently abled. As the article said ‘Despite
being autistic, Drishaan scored 90.4% in 12th Boards,
without any remedial classes or extra help at school.
Many schools refused to admit Drishaan in the 11th
standard due to autism, before he got admitted to Father
Agnel School in Noida’

WAY to go, Drishaan! You make us all proud and we
wish you success in all that you do in the future!

A score of 90.4 in class XIIth board exams with 94% in
PCM (Physics, Chemistry and Math)! The journey could
not have been easy……

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS

~•~

DRISHAAN’S mother, Sudhanshu Grover, Co odinator
Educational services at Action For Autism says:
“I have often been asked as to how Drishaan was able
to cope up with mainstream schooling, understand the
abstract concepts of trigonometry, magnetism,diodes,
etc. There is no formula for success that I, or for that
matter, anyone else, can give.

It’s My Life Too!
FUN-GAMA for sisters & brothers
of children with autism
Dates: 8-9 August 2015
Venue: The National Centre for Autism, New Delhi
“It’s my life too!” Something many ‘normal’ siblings of
children with autism want to say to the world.

THE answer to me lies in understanding autism,
accepting your child for who he is. Not trying to tweak
him and mould him into becoming a so called ‘normal’
child. Not competing with other children as each child
whether differently abled or not is different, is unique.
Your child has his own strengths and weaknesses and
the mantra often is in focusing on his strengths rather
than looking at what he cannot do. Other things that
worked in his favour was the fact that both Drishaan and

AFA invites sisters and brothers of children with autism
to two days of cool activities, games, discussions, and
the opportunity to open up, introspect and make friends
with others in a similar situation. A FUN-GAMA
where, for a change, everything is about them and their
unique needs, their anxieties, confusion, loneliness, and
sometimes anger

~•~

I took each day as it came instead of stressing about if
and how he should complete his class XII. I tried to
make learning fun for him and not a burden. Slowly,
Drishaan enjoyed learning new things, asking questions,
trying to discover for himself new things.

Know Me, Teach Me…
AFA’s Annual Training Workshop
Dates: 29 September - 1 October 2015,
9:00 am– 5:00 pm
Venue: The National Centre for Autism, New Delhi

INCULCATING aninterest in learning new things,
helping him learn new concepts in a concrete way,
keeping the learning as experiential as possible; these
are what has helped him in his studies. In class XI and

AFA’s Annual Training Workshop is an eagerly awaited
event each year! The workshop is designed to help
14
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participants understand the world of autism from the
child’s perspective and apply that understanding to help
their child/ student progress in a holistic manner to the
best of their capacity and in varied situations and
environments.

address challenging behaviours - a priority both in
classroom situations and at home.
Know Me, Teach Me will help those parents and
professionals who want to get started – in the real
sense of the word, as well as those who want to go
deep into understanding and help child with autism
reach his fullest potential.

BASED on techniques, internationally recognised as
‘Best Practice’ for teaching people with autism, adapted
to our own cultural needs, the workshop will explore the
approach to teaching, keeping in mind the varying
learning styles; and ways to keep the learning process
an enjoyable and successful experience while learning
any skill - communication, social, cognitive, self-help
skills, independence as well as give an understanding to

For Further Details Contact: Training Coordinator
Email: trainings.afa@autism-india.org
Mob: +91 99531 13208 Tel: +91 11 4054 0991/92
Download Registration Forms from:
http://www.autism-india.org/

From a ‘runner’ to a ‘sitter’
Sharmila Gopal

I

n July 2015, after the summer break, I was put in
charge of the Blue Class, in the Open Door Day
Programme, Action For Autism (AFA). Being the
second time, I had been placed in this class, I was
familiar with most of my students other than U, a 15
year old young boy.

drowsy. “Aha, so it is a question of motivation! Maybe,
U is not finding the work in class motivating enough and
hence running away to ‘escape’!” was my immediate
thought. In addition, OT sessions meant movement, so I
gathered that I had also been right in surmising that U’s
running away from class was also to fulfil his need for
movement. But, Rakhi followed her earlier observation
by saying that she had also noticed that U had insisted
on closing the door of the OT room through which a lot
of sunlight streamed in. And that it was the first time
she had ever seen him do this!

ON my first day at class, I noticed that U seemed to be
a ‘runner’, someone who whenever given the slightest
opportunity would run out of class.
I also saw that when in class, he seemed to be very
drowsy and would often close his eyes.

AND that is when the penny dropped! Was it possible
that with the change in medication, bright light was
bothering U? For, indeed, the Blue class had a lot of
sunlight in it. When I brought this up with U’s mother,
she confirmed that at home too, whenever U had to sit
in a place that was brightly lit; he would cover his face
with a pillow. Was the running out of a brightly lit
classroom and closing of the eyes a way for U to deal
with the overstimulation of light?

SINCE these behaviours had showed up after a long
break, I spoke to U’s mother to ask if she could shed
any light on this. She mentioned that there had been a
change in U’s medication and may be the drowsiness
was part of that change.
AFTER observing U for two to three days, I brought this
up with my colleagues at AFA to gather their inputs on
how to ensure that U stayed in class and was more
alert. Should I incorporate more movement in his
individual schedule, as well as in group activities? Was
he having a difficulty in adjusting to me, the new class
teacher? Was he finding the work boring? As we were
pondering on these questions, my colleague, Rakhi, the
occupational therapist at AFA, mentioned that when U
was with her during his Occupational Therapy (OT)
sessions, neither had U run away, nor had he seemed

TO confirm this premise I covered all the windows in
the Blue Class with newspaper to reduce the brightness
in the class. Surprise! U sat in class for all the
designated activities and did not seem drowsy at all.
Our ‘runner’ changed into a ‘sitter’!
WE also advised U’s mother to inform the doctor of the
effect the prescribed the medication was having on U.
15
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HE L P L I NE
Q My child usually sleeps well in the night. However
for the past three to four days he has not slept at all. We
are really worried and wondering how we can help him?

A Thank you for writing in.
Sleep disorders are common in children, including those
who are typically developing as well as children with
autism. However, children with autism are more likely
than typically developing children to have sleep
disturbances 1. These disturbances in sleep can take
many forms, including bedtime resistance, delayed
sleep onset, frequent night time awakenings, disordered
breathing during sleep, difficulty in waking up in the
morning and daytime sleepiness 2. Sleep disturbances
are challenging because they in turn impact day time
behaviors in children, and are associated with
significant stress in parents and other family members.
HOWEVER, parents are most perturbed when children
who seem to be sleeping well through the night suddenly
develop disturbed sleep patterns.
LIKE all other challenging behaviors in autism, it is
always preferable to start at the ‘why’. The causes of
sleep problems may vary from child to child, and are
influenced by factors such as the child’s age, general
health and home environment.
WHEN families with children with autism face acute
sleep disturbances, one of the first things to note is the
general state of the child. Does the child look
distressed? Is his mood more irritable than usual? Does
he look lethargic and cranky?
CONSIDER commonly occurring conditions like
infections and illnesses. Ear infections and associated
ear ache is one of the most common causes for sudden
onset sleep difficulty. Children find it more painful
when they are made to sleep on their backs, especially
when there is an accumulation of fluid behind the ear
drum and may resist going to bed. In such cases, you
may also notice that the child is tugging or touching his
ear repeatedly and may have a cold at the same time.
TUGGING around the ear is not limited to ear aches
alone. Tooth ache may also get referred to the area
around the ear and is another cause for sudden onset of
sleep difficulties. Both ear and tooth ache can increase

due to chewing and swallowing, and thus going to sleep
after meal times may be especially difficult.
Sometimes, the pro-dromal period of many childhood
infections (the period before the infection becomes
obvious) may be associated with headache and a
general sense of unease that may reflect as poor sleep
quality.
OTHER medical conditions that can be associated with
sleep disturbances in a small percentage of children
include epilepsy. However, research is not clear about
the reason for sleep disturbance in epilepsy and it could
be due to either epileptic activity during sleep,
medications for epilepsy, mood or a combination of
these and other factors.
CONSIDER what else is different in the child’s
environment. Look for reasons that may lead to
increased arousal and /or anxiety in the child’s
environment.
SOME of the commonly-known causes include
introduction of new medications. Medications like
methyl-phenidate3 especially if not timed right, may
impact sleep. Sleep disturbances may rarely be
associated with certain anti-epilepsy medications.
Please ensure that you discuss these changes with your
prescribing doctor and do not stop or change
medications on your own.
CONSIDER if there have been any recent changes in
his activity level, either at home or outside. Vacations
often trigger changes in sleep patterns because of
changes in structure and routines. Occasionally, changes
in the kind and timing of sensory based activities as part
of therapy or home programs may trigger sleep
disturbances. Television viewing habits, especially
increased daily viewing time and bed-time viewing have
been found to be associated with bedtime resistance,
sleep onset delay, and anxiety around sleep, followed by
shortened sleep duration 4.
WHILE major changes like moving homes or changing
bedrooms could be connected to your child’s sleep
disturbances, look for other seemingly minor transitions
in the child’s environment. It could be disturbances in
the immediate environment (e.g. sudden drop in
temperature, the noise of an air conditioner,
16
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partial waking/crying with attention, it increases the
child’s need to be in the presence of a parent to fall
back asleep. In such a scenario, if waking is reinforced
by parental attention like sleeping with the parent or
engaging in a desired activity, you must eliminate the
positively reinforcing consequence5.

transitioning from a small bed to a larger one or
changing bedrooms, moving homes, etc) to differences
in routine ( different person putting him to bed or
changes in night time routine).
IN summary, it is essential to consider possible reasons
for a sudden change in a child’s sleep behaviors. If
sleep difficulties persist, please keep a ‘sleep diary’
(information related to sleep timings, patterns and
routines) for at least a week to look for hours and
patterns of sleep.

THE importance of bed time routines and how to
establish and maintain one has been explained in detail
in the April 2014 issue of the Autism Network (http://
www.autism-india.org/sites/default/files/
apr14.compressed.pdf ) in pages 14-15.

THE specific intervention will then depend on the nature
of the sleep problem and the child’s specific needs.
Please seek a physician’s opinion if you suspect medical
causes or changes in medications. Also, bring up your
concerns to the professionals who are involved in your
child’s care(occupational therapists, behaviour
therapists etc). Together, you might find it easier to look
for changes that may have triggered the sleep
disturbances and make appropriate corrections.

AND last but not least, be aware of your emotional
response as parents. It is easy to feel overwhelmed and
think, “This is now another thing to deal with!” This is
very likely to be a transient phase and a watchful eye
and consistent use of strategies may be all that is
needed.
All the best!

Some common Do’s and Don’t’s :
• Make the last 30 minutes before bedtime a regular
routine and use advanced warnings.

This helpline question has been answered by Dr Koyeli
Sengupta, Developmental Pediatrician & Director Autism Intervention Services, Ummeed Child
Development Center, Mumbai

• Include activities such as dressing for sleep, washing,
and reading
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IT is pertinent to mention that in autism, seemingly
slight changes in routines can develop into rituals. For
instance, night time waking can be shaped by parental
response to waking. If a parent always responds to
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